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How the correlations that go beyond a mean field description can 
be probed (static and dynamics properties and effects)?

Binding energies: the ground states → description in terms of 
superfluid condensates, in which the pairs of nucleons form the 
Cooper pairs 
Significantly different behavior at medium to high spins of 
rotational bands 
Enhanced probability to add or remove a nucleon-nucleon pair.

The heavy ion transfer reactions:

HI advantages: test of correlation properties in transfer 
processes via simultaneous comparison of  ±n and ±p, and ±nn/
±pp/±np pairs; transfer of “many” pairs
HI drawbacks: limited A,Z, energy resolutions,   
theoretical treatment: the structure information is entangled with 
the reaction mechanism (complex structure of the two interacting 
ions, QE and DIC processes, many open channels)  

B.F. Bayman et al., PRC 26 (1982) 1509
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the information about correlations are extracted when 
experimental absolute cross sections are compared with 
the microscopic theory which beside correlations includes 
also the coupling between relative motion (reaction) and 
intrinsic motion (structure). 
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A smooth transition between  QE and DIC A smooth transition between  QE and DIC A smooth transition between  QE and DIC A smooth transition between  QE and DIC 
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Below the barrier Q-values gets very narrow Below the barrier Q-values gets very narrow 
and without DIC components: and without DIC components: 
1) 1) E > EE > Eb b large number of open channels, DIC large number of open channels, DIC 
components / evaporation effectscomponents / evaporation effects
2) 2) E < EE < Eb b narrow Q-value distributions narrow Q-value distributions 
(concentrated at one state) (concentrated at one state) 
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116116Sn+Sn+6060Ni: detection of (light) target like ions in inverse kinematics Ni: detection of (light) target like ions in inverse kinematics 
with PRISMA  with PRISMA  
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excitation function:

Ebeam = 410 MeV – 500 MeV

(D ~ 12.3 to 15.0 fm)
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excellent channel 
separation at 
D ~ 15 fm



116116Sn+Sn+6060Ni: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  Ni: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  
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Transfer strength very close to the g.s. to g.s. 
transitions

D. Montanari, L. Corradi, S. Szilner, G. Pollarolo et. al., 
Phys. Rev. Lett.  113 (2014) 052501

Coulomb 
barrier



116116Sn+Sn+6060Ni: tNi: two particle transfer wo particle transfer 
(semiclassical theory, microscopic calculations, 2(semiclassical theory, microscopic calculations, 2ndnd order Born app.)   order Born app.)    
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(semiclassical theory, microscopic calculations, 2(semiclassical theory, microscopic calculations, 2ndnd order Born app.)   order Born app.)    

3 terms :  simultaneous, orthogonal and 
successive

only the successive term contributes to the 
transfer amplitude (simultaneous component 
is canceled out by the nonorthogonality 
correction)

Only 0+ to  0+ transitions are included (BCS). 



6060Ni+Ni+116116Sn: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  Sn: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  
6060Ni+Ni+116116Sn: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  Sn: neutron pair transfer far below the Coulomb barrier  

The experimental transfer probabilities are 
well reproduced, for the first time with 
heavy ion reactions, in absolute values 
and in slope by microscopic calculations 
which incorporate nucleon-nucleon 
correlations: 
 a consistent description of (1n) and (2n) 
channels
 the formalism for (2n) incorporates the 
contribution from both the simultaneous 
and successive terms (only the ground-to-
ground-state transition has been 
calculated) 



6060Ni+Ni+116116Sn: PRISMA+AGATA measurementSn: PRISMA+AGATA measurement
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AGATA demonstrator (four triple cluster modules): 
at 16.5 cm from the target covering angular range : 
1300 - 1700 

the simulated full-absorption  efficiency: 2.64% for 
1.3 MeV

60Ni+116Sn: detection 
of beam-like ions 

(direct kinematics) 
with PRISMA, 

coincident gamma 
with AGATA  

Angular distributions:

Ebeam = 245 MeV  at 700

(D ~ 14.5 fm)



 PRISMA  PRISMA+AGATA

Transfer probabilities  Transfer probabilities  Transfer probabilities  Transfer probabilities  

excitation function:

Ebeam = 410 MeV – 500 MeV

(D ~ 12.3 to 15.0 fm)

angular distributions:

Ebeam = 245 MeV  at 700

(D ~ 14.5 fm)

A consistent 
matching of the two 
experiments:
 
PRISMA 
 (exc. function)

PRISMA+AGATA   
  (angular dis. )



 T
1/2

 = 3.3 μs (7/2+)

       = 159 μs (11/2-)

6060Ni+Ni+116116Sn: PRISMA+AGATA measurementSn: PRISMA+AGATA measurement
6060Ni+Ni+116116Sn: PRISMA+AGATA measurementSn: PRISMA+AGATA measurement



 INELASTIC:
60Ni (2+)

116Sn (2+)

 TRANSFER:
61Ni (1/2-)

115Sn (5/2+)

the direct population of states can be 
compared with any reaction code 

DWBA, coupled channels, tabulated 
deformations, spectroscopic factors

a direct check on the one-particle form 
factors (+1n), and of  potential

The strengths (normalized to 2+ →  0+ in 60Ni) 
of the most important transitions, corrected 
for the contributions of the feeding and for 
their relative detection efficiency in AGATA. 



The transitions to the excited 
states in (2n) channels 
contribute to the total strength:  
<24%

Next step: to estimate the fraction of total cross section of the (2n) 
channel, 62Ni,  going into 2+ 



Summary Summary Summary Summary 

The comparison between data and theory:  elementary modes of the complex 
mechanism can be probed. 

“large” spectrometers coupled to “large” gamma arrays are powerful tools to study the 
correlations.

Sub-barrier transfer reaction measurement (nuclei interact at large distances):  good 
probe for pair correlations

The information about correlations are extracted when experimental absolute cross 
sections are compared with the microscopic theory which beside correlations includes 
also the coupling between relative motion (reaction) and intrinsic motion (structure). 

OUTLOOK:
very heavy systems (206Pb(118Sn,118+XSn)206-XPb transfer reaction at far sub-barrier en.)
proton transfer channels at large D   
(np) correlations (Probing nucleon-nucleon correlations at sub-barrier energies in 
92Mo+54Fe ) 
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